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Live in Color

fresh forward
Planning a successful strategy

color
It's all about HUE

self expression
Stand-out Spring/Summer Style

SPRING 2020  www.eufora.net 
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More innovation, more value, more consumer and team engagement. These are 
the things that today’s ever changing and evolving industry is demanding of us all 
to stay relevant and successful.  But just doing more is not the solution to growing 
a business that is set up to win for the future.

Your purpose is not your vision for the future, but 
it’s the “reason” why your business exists. It’s what 
gives you the greatest satisfaction for all your hard 
work each day. Today, the biggest opportunity for 
businesses and the people who lead them is to 

excites you to show up every day and bring it to 

For 20 years, our purpose has always lived proudly 
in every facet of our brand.  It resonates through 
everything we do and every decision we make.  
Today “Clean Beauty” and “Sustainability” are the 
newest industry buzz terms, but this is nothing 
new to Eufora. These concepts have always lived 

The Eufora
Color Locking System™
Immediately close the cuticle to  
seal in color and protect against heat styling.
Cocktail Sculpture and Illuminate in the palm of your hands to add shine and  
extend the life of color. Adds body, manageability and control.

SPECIAL OFFER:
This spring, salons and consumers save 20% when they purchase the Color Locking System.

BONUS GIFT for Salons: 6 Replenishing Treatment 1 oz samples FREE.

strongly in . From our ingredient 
choices, to our commitment, to real industry 
education, to how we treat our partners and 

our long-term dedication to Childhelp, I’m proud 
of the purpose-driven business Eufora has 
sustained.

passionate purpose, plan everything you do and 
measure your success against it. It's empowering 
and gives you clarity to your path ahead.  You 
will create a business that engages and inspires 
your team and your customers and fuels a 
rewarding and successful business - a business 
that can stand the test of time no matter what 
challenges may come your way. 

A question that Don and I always asked ourselves from the inception of Eufora is:  
...

“To elevate the industry and serve salon professionals and their    
  clients so they may live their best and most beautiful lives.”

“Purpose spurs passion - Which fans the sparks -  

             ~Richard Branson

BETH BEWLEY, Eufora CEO and Co-Founder

Purpose 
Fuels
Passion
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MINDFUL 
METHODS

PLANET  
FRIENDLY

HUMAN 
KIND

the Clean Beauty story
Clearing Up
Clean beauty. Everyone is talking about it. We see consumers demanding brands that deliver responsibly 
crafted products, designed to have the least negative impact on human wellness and the environment. But 
without any rules as to what “clean beauty” actually means, messaging across the beauty industry is full of 
unsubstantiated claims. Where lack of regulatory standards for claims exist, manufacturers are seizing the 
opportunity to establish their own standards; unfortunately, they are subjective, inconsistent and generally 
ingredient driven, leading consumers into a state of confusion as to what is good or bad.

Look for future articles that will cover other hot topics such as vegan vs. cruelty free (no, they are not the same) 
and active sustainability initiatives.

*Jeb Gleason-Allured, Global Cosmetics & Toiletries.

that clean beauty refers to more than ingredients; 
it includes safety, sustainability, ethics and 
transparency*.  It’s about caring responsibly for 
ourselves and our planet – protecting it for future 
generations. If any of this sounds familiar, it might 
be because Eufora has embraced these very 
practices since the company’s founding.  

To demystify this latest marketing craze, let’s 
look at three key pillars that should comprise a 
clean beauty platform. The three pillars come 
together to form a platform with deep roots 
in “responsibility.” We must act as responsible 
citizens, be a positive contributor, minimize our 
footprint and continue to forge a path that leads 
to the growth of Good Global Karma.  

Human Kind. An elevated sense of ethics ensures 
fair trade values that support the communities  
where goods are sourced. Practices that exploit 
humankind – like mica mining where child labor  
is employed – are strictly avoided.

3.

Planet Friendly. Commonly referred to as 
“sustainable” practices, this pillar is comprised  
of many eco-friendly topics such as packaging 
choices, recycling and upcycling, as well as  
ingredient sourcing and impact.

2.

Mindful Methods. This translates to formulations  
that utilize the best ingredients for the best result -  
doing the least harm to people and planet. When 
it comes to natural vs. synthetic, safety over source 
prevails. Transparency in claims is a must.

1.



with a Clean Getaway

Travel sizes are a necessity whether you are heading out of town for the night or 

one-time use and dump. By changing the way you travel, you can make an impact on 
reducing unnecessary waste. 

bottles. Don’t treat travel sizes as a one-night stand but instead, let’s make them a 
long-term commitment.    

time gift with purchase opportunity. When you purchase select Eufora Shampoos 
and Conditioners, you will receive complimentary 4 empty travel size bottles in 

Oh, the places we can go together!  
Limited Time Offer

We can't wait to follow you!

*References: https://www.wellandgood.com/good-looks/sustainable-beauty/

• A FABULOUS AND FUNCTIONAL TOILETRY TRAVEL BAG

• 4 EMPTY TRAVEL BOTTLES + 1 SPRAYER

• 2 OZ EUFORA ELEVATE

GIFT MSRP VALUE: $36.50

The Bewley Family founded Eufora on a 
people and planet-friendly philosophy, 
creating good global karma all along the way. 
With the start of this new decade, we are 
strengthening our commitment to preserving 
our planet for future generations. 

The personal care industry produces over 

120 BILLION PACKAGES each year*.  

MAKE AN

Did you know? 

We decided we wanted to be part of the solution, not 
continue to contribute to the problem.

THIS SPRING, TO HELP GET THIS ECO-FRIENDLY SHIFT ROLLING,  
EUFORA IS OFFERING A GREAT GIFT WITH PURCHASE. 

Keeping true to our principles of creating GOOD GLOBAL KARMA, 
the bottles are made from 95% post-recycled consumer materials. 
Plus, Beth Bewley, our Co-Founder, designed the toiletry bag to 
mirror her own beloved bag that she’s taken around the world for 
over 15 years.  

PURCHASE SELECT FULL-SIZE SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER DUOS  
AND RECEIVE:

: 
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FORWARD
FRESH

THE MOST SKILLED STYLISTS KNOW HOW TO GIVE EACH GUEST WHAT THEY NEED WHILE 
SIMULTANEOUSLY PROVIDING THEM WITH WHAT THEY WANT. 
It’s a balancing act that takes talent as a hairdresser AND skill as a business professional. 

Building Your Business One Shampoo At A Time

Here are four useful tips to help build a plan for success.

Stay consistent and always incorporate meaningful conversations that lead 
to service add-ons with every guest, every time! Challenge yourself to adopt 
mindful business strategies and embrace fresh thinking. That is what we call 
Fresh Forward Strategy!

Let’s start with the obvious. Washing a guest’s hair without purpose is like 
washing growth potential down the drain. Take charge of the situation by 

give the guest healthy, gorgeous manageable hair. Who doesn’t want that?

There are clever ways to sell add-on services without being pushy. It’s as easy 

really want and need.  Just think about that all-important Dry Consultation 
– Step 2 of our Eufora 8 Steps to Financial Success – and remember these 
simple tips when it comes to solidifying your plan.

There’s an old business mantra that goes...

So, what does that mean to you as a stylist? Simply put, a plan is your 
roadmap to success including every touchpoint of any service – winging it 
will not get you a win. 

“Fail to plan…PLAN to fail.” 

WORK WITH ALL TEAM MEMBERS

Make sure they all understand the value of offering each guest a 
restorative and revitalizing treatment. A 15 minute time investment 
will provide two weeks of glorious hair.  

BE SURE TO ASK GUESTS OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS

During the consultation, be sure to ask guests open ended questions, 
giving them the opportunity to share their hair concerns. This time of 
year, many guests are experiencing a little dryness or dullness from end 
of winter stresses or looking for trend advice for spring color and style.

USE YOUR SKILL AS A PROFESSIONAL

Analyze needs and identify the perfect back bar ritual. This is your 
chance to exceed expectations in delivering what they want.

REMEMBER TO CHECK-IN ON CUSTOMER NEEDS

If, for some reason your guest misses out on the ritual experience 

capture some of the needs they expressed during the conversation. 
Remember to check-in on those needs during their next appointment 
and revisit the right back bar ritual for their hair. They’ll be delighted 
you remembered their concerns and will be much more open to 
your professional recommendations.

Color Perfection Ritual:  
Receive (1) Color Prep Spray,  
(1) Clean Skin Wipes and 
(24) Replenishing Treatment 
samples FREE with purchase 
of the Color Elixir Duo.   

is available 4/1 – 5/17 while 
supplies last. 

Ultimate Shine Treatment: 
Receive (5) sample sizes of 
Sculpture and Illuminate with 
purchase of (1) Color Elixir 
Professional Sealer and (2) 
tubes Artisan Crystal Clear.   
A savings of 44%, and 
available 5/18 – 6/30 while 
supplies last. 

Marketing materials for both 
seasonal services are available 
to support the special feature on 
your salon menu.  
Visit: www.eufora.net/blogs/
Eufora-news for details.

SMALL INVESTMENT.  

 BIG PROFITS. 
SAVE BIG when you invest 
in our SPECIAL SEASONAL 
BACK BAR OFFERS.   
This spring, Eufora is pleased to 
present two value priced service 
opportunities.
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EuforaColor is pumping up color with the NEW Intense Natural Warm series. 
Why? Because there’s nothing more gorgeous this season than a kiss of warmth. 
Here’s what Eufora Senior Brand Manager, Doug Smith, had to say about the 
Intense Natural Warm shades – an essential part of every colorist's tool box. 

As the weather warms up 
         with a golden spring glow,

Q: What inspired the new .003/INW series?

A: Sometimes achieving a perfectly rich warm base, especially for resistant 
grey hair, can be a bit daunting. Enter the .003/INW series. A gloriously 
balanced intense natural series with a kiss of warmth. 

Q: Are the new shades essential or can the tones be achieved with existing  
      EuforaColor shades?

A:
series. Joanne Rempel, Eufora Color Development Manager, and the Eufora 
Color Team, worked for over a year perfecting the tonality. Their work lead to 
this stellar series of Intense Natural Warms with an added pigment load, making 
them perfect for resistant grey coverage and lowlights. 

Q: Getting creative, when would you use each?

A: When I use them in the salon (yes, I still have a few guests that won’t let 
anyone else do their hair), I go for .00/IN as the foundation for a cool based 
formula, especially when I want to add Blue/Violet or Red/Violet tones. On 
the other hand, I start building my formula with a .003/INW when I’m aiming 

little yellow underlying pigment at Levels 8 or 9.
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it's all about

Live in Color

Warm.
Intense.
Wonderful.

Q: What is the best way for salons and colorists to get these new shades?

A: Intense Natural Warm Series Launch Kit.   
23% savings and includes everything listed below.

(1) each 4.003/4INW, 5.003/5INW, 6.003/6INW 
(2) each  7.003/7INW, 8.003/8INW, 9.003/9INW

Plus receive (2) silicone tint brushes, a stylist apron and a new shade swatch card FREE.  
The new Intense Natural Warm series launches in April, and the Launch Kit will be 
available only while supplies last.
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April kicks off a busy season of braids, buns, up-dos and stellar social styling.  
Celebrations are at every turn — from festivals, weddings and proms to Hallmark 
holidays in between honoring moms and dads. The next few months are  
jam-packed with fun. Let’s get ready to capitalize on the busy event activity that 

How can you ensure you make the most of 

got you covered with the best products for 
achieving the on-trend spring styles that  
your guests will be demanding. 

Live Boldly. Start the quarter by restocking 
your stations AND your retail testers with the 
hand-picked Eufora styling essentials that 
make up this season’s Stylist Station Spotlight. 

Most loyal salon guests are looking to go brighter 
and lighter. It’s essential to have Sculpture and 
Illuminate on your station to share the secret 

of Eufora Color Locking System™.  Help extend 
the fresh from the salon look of your guests' 
new color service by sending them home with 
this dynamic duo. 

products, Details and Elevate are two of 
every stylist’s “go-to” products.  Texture and 

. These two are true 
workhorses at the station and in your retail 
space. Both also happen to be Eufora Top 10 
performers! Guaranteed your guests will fall 
in love with the results.

YourStation?
WHAT'S ON

Fresh, full circle thinking 
for a lively, colorful season. 
You’re ready to bring it on. 

Live Boldly.

Start the quarter by restocking your stations 
AND your retail testers with the hand-picked 
Eufora styling essentials that make up this 
season’s Stylist Station Spotlight.
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Boost.  For those guests requesting the go big or 
go home look, this is the perfect assistant to build 

will be pleased to see their fuller and thicker hair 
lasting through their celebrations.

 *Live Boldly Station Spotlight available beginning April, while supplies last.

Live Boldly Style Station 
Spotlight is specially priced 
with a 50% SAVINGS 
and includes retail sizes 
of Sculpture, Illuminate, 
Details, Elevate and Boost 
plus a complimentary  
Eufora Medium Round 
Brush for the stylist. 

LIMITED TIME OFFER
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ALL of the EuforaColor AloeLite products contain AV+, an infusion of Aloe Vera that protects hair 
and provides nourishment and hydration during processing.

My standard “go-to” powder 
lightener will always be BLUE 
BLEACHING POWDER. This  
dust-free blue lightener is a 

I can use for a vast array of techniques. 
Whether lightening with foils or performing 
a global lightening service, this traditional 
lightening system lifts up to 7 levels with ease 
while helping control unwanted yellow tones.

Hand-painted lightening techniques such as 
Foil-Free Highlights, Shatush and Balayage all 
require lightener with a creamy consistency 
that will stay put while maintaining its active 
moisture long enough to get the job done. 

For guests with a lower level 
(darker) base wanting the 
perfect “J-Lo” warm ombre 

FREESTYLE CLAY 
LIGHTENER.

to place lightness exactly where I want it. 
Being a clay lightener, the product closest to 
the hair stays moist longer to keep lightening 
strength evenly consistent.

By contrast, I go with CREAM 
LIGHTENER for guests that want 
a hand painted result but are 
starting out with a lighter base 

consistency stays where I put it and gently lifts 
with ease. CREAM LIGHTENER is also the Eufora 
recommended lightener option to gently and 
evenly remove Artisan Direct Dye from the hair.

Both CREAM LIGHTENER and FREESTYLE 
CLAY LIGHTENER provide up to 6 levels of 
evenly controlled lift, and both contain an 
advanced oil-based delivery system that 
enhances their lifting and conditioning abilities.

For the girl that considers 
Level 14 too dark (we all have 
those), I grab 9 LEVEL BLUE 
LIGHTENER. I can lift her from as 
low as a Level 4 or 5 all the way 

to platinum in one application (even through 

lightener. Let’s face it, platinum blonde is a 
fashion preference that has stood the test of 
time. It’s nice to have this tool to “Get your 

multiple applications and potential stress from 
overworking the hair. 

It may or may not be true but one thing is certain, Eufora is here 
to help colorists have a lot of fun creating gorgeous blondes. 

the phrase

have more fun
From Ice Cold Platinum to a Sun-Kissed Highlights, the AloeLite portfolio  
provides everything I need to get the job done. Here’s what I grab for each  
technique…

Behind the Chair with Joanne Remple

Whatever 
your lightening 

needs are, Eufora has 
you covered!  

Never has blonding 
been so exciting and fun 

than with all of these 
great tools at our 

See you in class! 

Joanne Rempel is the Eufora 
Color Development Manager and 
lead color instructor at the Eufora 
Advanced Training Academy. Visit 
www.eufora.net and click on the 
Salon Professionals tab to check 
out the Eufora Advanced Training 
Academy where you'll discover 
how to master the art of blonding.

Remember, a happy blonde guest will spread the 
word about your blonding talents, and they’ll be 
lined up down the block for your expertise.

Blondes
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True to the spirit of this new age — 

It's an anything goes fashion world.
Spring/Summer 2020 has something for everyone. At the top of the Pantone 
spring color trend list is the not-to-be-missed Flame Scarlet and an equally 
eye-popping Saffron. The season also delivers a healthy dose of tried-and-
true blue, à la the Pantone Color of the Year…Classic Blue.  
“Spring/Summer 2020 is a story of colorful expression, as we see bold hues - each strong 
enough to stand on their own - brashly coming together to create more provocative color 
statements,” said Leatrice Eiseman, Executive Director of the Pantone Color Institute. 
The season blends a palette of iconic favorites with seasonal neutrals to create a 
complete palette of color artistry.  There is an uplifting spontaneity woven throughout, 

combinations highlight the continued desire for self-expression, creating strong statements 
with an underlying message of positivity and optimism.

expression

Eiseman reminds us “Fashion is often an indicator of what 
is happening in the world and around us. We make a 
statement with the hot colors leading the pack. But at the 
same time, we understand we need those moments of 
calm to offset all the turmoil that is happening in the world 
around us.”

As timely topics like equality and gender-neutrality evolve 
and take root, genderless colors are rising to the forefront 
of fashion. “We are less apt today to talk about, ‘Oh, that’s 
a girly color, female color or male color.’ If a color speaks 
to you, you love it and it appeals to you — then go for it.” 

It’s your life…why not live in color?

Stand-Out Spring/Summer Style
•   Patchwork and Mixed Media
•   Appliques and Cut-Outs
•   
•   Metallics and Sheer Fabrics

PMS 18-1662 PMS 14-1064 PMS 19-4062 PMS 15-5718 PMS 19-0323 PMS 17-4021 PMS 16-1359 PMS 18-4528 PMS 13-0822 PMS 14-1318 PMS 18-1345 PMS 18-3513
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MAKEOVERmadness
A makeover is more than a crop or a touch-up. 
It’s not a one-day editorial photoshoot. Makeover Madness is about allowing  
salon guests to see themselves in a whole new way by bringing their inner strength,  
beauty and creativity forward for the world to see. 

2020 brought us so many #powerfultransformations our judges had a tough time picking 
winners. Thank you to all the stylists who captured the best of their guests’ transformations 
and shared them with the Eufora Nation!  

We are pleased 
to honor the 
Makeover Madness 
winners here 
and look forward 
to celebrating 
with them at 
VisionQuest 2020. 

1st PRIZE 

BANG-BANG  
WOW-WOW

SalonTREND
Stylist: Kiersten Ferris

@BEAUTYBYKF 

3rd PRIZE
FIERY AND FUN 

FRINGE Salon 
and Color Bar
Stylist: Allie Whyle
 
@ALLIEATFRINGE

2nd PRIZE
A CUT ABOVE

Eque the 
Hybrid Salon
Stylist:  
Morgan Rumble
 
@RUMBLE.EQ

See more transformations in the 
Makeover Madness photo essay 
on www.eufora.net

PEOPLE’S  
CHOICE AWARD

Salon TREND 
Stylist: Sherette Parker 
 
@SALONTRENDNEWYORK
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Precision Cutting:  
Core Shapes

Precision Cutting:  
Shape Shifting

Precision Cutting:  
Via Cutting System  
Level 1 & Level 2

The Razor System

Reform Advanced  
Texture Design

Creative Chaos  

Master Finishing

Editorial Session Styling

TECHNICAL + CREATIVE

EuforaColor: Beyond the Basics

EuforaColor: Blonding Mastery

EuforaColor: Placement  
and Techniques 

MEN’S GROOMING

Flawless Fades
Precision Cutting: Men's 
Techniques

BUSINESS BUILDING

Eufora Business Intelligence

ADVANCED COLOR ARTISTRY 

The Eufora Advanced Training Academy is THE 
place to master your skills and ignite your creativity!

We offer a diverse portfolio of technical, business and 
creative courses that empower salon professionals to  
design and create whatever they envision. 

Whether you are an industry veteran, or new behind 
the chair, there is always room to learn and grow.  
Explore your options and follow your passion.  
We look forward to welcoming you to the Eufora Academy!

Versatile, Innovative and 
Architectural (VIA) cutting 
incorporates the precision of British 
technique with the elegant drape, 

VIA Level I

Precision  
Cutting

Designed to bring about positive, 
permanent shifts in the quality of 
your life and your business.

Accelerate your business

Business  
Intelligence

7-10 
June

From a low taper to a high 
fade, become a master of 
your clippers.

Are you Streetwise?

Flawless 
Fades

8-10
November

WELCOME TO A PLACE FOR LEARNING

May 17 – 19  Precision Cutting: VIA Level 1

May 31 – June 2 EuforaColor: Blonding Mastery

June 7 – 10  Eufora Business Intelligence

June 14 – 16 Precision Cutting: Shape Shifting

August 30 - Sept 1       Master Finishing

September 27 - 30       Eufora Business Intelligence

October 25 - 27           Razor Cutting System

November 8 - 10          Flawless Fades

Eufora HQ, Southern California

April 27 – 29 Precision Cutting: Core Shapes | Toronto, ON
  (Formerly Foundations 1)

May 4-6  EuforaColor: Beyond the Basics | Toronto, ON

June 7 – 8  Precision Cutting: VIA Level 1  | West Village, NY

June 7 – 9  Master Finishing | Toronto, ON

July 13 - 15   Precision Cutting: Shape Shifting | Toronto, ON

August 17 - 19 EuforaColor: Blonding Mastery  | Toronto, ON

August 23 - 25 EuforaColor: Placement and Techniques  | Louisville, KY

October 5 - 7 Precision Cutting: VIA Level 1  | Toronto, ON

October 18 - 19 Precision Cutting: Core Shapes  | West Village, NY
  (Formerly Foundations 1)

Satellite Academy Locations

Please visit  for additional dates,  
course descriptions and registration information.

17-19 
May
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provides aid for victims of child abuse 
through prevention, intervention and 
intensive treatment programs like the 

immersive therapy for survivors of child 
abuse age 6-15. 

As we enter April - Child Abuse Awareness 
Month - we encourage all Eufora Partner 

money and awareness for this worthwhile 

has the power to create impactful positive 
change,” says Kat Riley, owner of Katherine 

 

It’s also easy to become a ChildHelper 
and make monthly donations through the 
Childhelp website, www.childhelp.org.

What can you do in your Salon?

#TrueColorsforChildhelp

For more ideas and resources visit the Eufora News Blog where 

 
After all, it shouldn’t hurt to be a child!

Childhelp is an organization that has been near and dear to the hearts  
of Eufora Co-Founders Don and Beth Bewley for over a decade.  
If you are wondering what makes our Childhelp commitment so very  
important, consider the overwhelmingly sad statistic below.

Child abuse in America impacts over 6.6 million children. 

forChildhelp

ALOELITE™   

Say hello to two NEW Blonde Bombshells

WITH

9 Level Blue Lightener
       9 levels of ultra-lightening lift with foils or a cap

Freestyle Clay Lightener
       6 levels of consistent and even lift for foil free techniques

Nutrient rich formulas feature Aloe Vera, 
Hydrolyzed Wheat Protein and Creatine to enhance 
moisture and provide unsurpassed protection.

Purchase 1 of each lightener and get 2 balayage paddles FREE.  
While supplies last.

SPECIAL OFFER
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APRIL 20 - 21, 2020
Omni La Costa Resort & Spa 

CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA

READY. SET. REGISTER!
www.euforavisionquest.com

VISIONQUEST
2020

FEATURED BREAKOUT 

Britt Seva  
Mastering The Marketing Funnel

Grow your clientele, increase your income 
and create a salon marketing strategy 

with @brittseva, hairstylist turned 
business & social media coach.

4 Keynote Speakers  |  14 Breakouts  |  Business & Wellness 
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